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L o c a l

By Athoob Al-Shuaibi

Young people like to stand out from the crowd, showing
off their talents or luxury possessions. But one teenage
boy had a particularly unusual passion: Collecting old

books and magazines. It was a passion that led to him own
one of Kuwait’s largest collections of rare books.

Saleh Al-Misbah, who runs the National Heritage Bookshop
at Youm Al-Bahar (also called the Heritage Village), is no

hoarder. Still he is quite familiar with the contents of all his
books. The bookshelves in his store reach to the ceiling, with
thousands of books crammed in. You often find him in a dis-
cussion with customers, looking to find exactly the right book
for them. 

Back in 1975, Misbah would visit the annual Islamic book
fair, hosted by the Social Reform Society, with his high school
friends. That year, Kuwait launched the inaugural International
Arab Book Fair, an event he still attends to this day. “My inter-

est began to grow after I read an article in Al-Qabas newspa-
per in 1981 about a young British man who loved to collect
the first issue of every magazine. I began my hunt for the first
issues of Kuwaiti newspapers and magazines after that. By the
way, I have the first issue of Kuwait Times too,” he said.

It was difficult to find the first issues of newspapers in
Kuwait and Misbah did not want to get copies from the
archives. The struggle he faced at that time, as a student, to
find a diversity of information about Kuwait only fuelled his

‘Local treasure at the Youm Al-Bahar heritage bookshop’
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